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Gore creek colorado fishing report

Gore Creek - an unpretentious Gold Medal Stream by Karen Christopherson Vail - this word evokes thoughts of great skis, expensive houses, and pretentious people. But amid the growth gusts in this part of the state runs a real nice Gold Medal Stream considered Gore Creek. Do you need to run away? Do I die of the urge to fish while driving on I-70? Is Vail coming to you? Enter Gore Creek - it's just
minutes away! Gore Creek running west from Vail The Gore runs right through Vail. The Gold Medal section begins where Red Sandstone Creek enters the Gore (just west of Vail) and continues west to the Eagle River (at leadville exit from I-70). The Vail area has grown so much that you can create confusion by trying to solve West Vail, East Vail, Vail and even Avon. Gore Creek runs along I-70 and the
façade roads in Vail. Traffic noise goes away once you're down on the creek and you hear the rustle and bubbling of this stream. If you want to fish this beautiful creek, waders are a good idea as it is quite narrow and lined with trees and brushes much of the way. It's hard to find access, but believe it or not, there are actually public parks and access points that somehow escaped the expensive land grab in
this city. You'll be seen by mountain bikers, kids in strollers, dogs, and zoom cars. This is a real mountain stream - rocky and narrow rules: fish only with artificial flies and baits, and the minimum size for trout is 16 inches. The limit is two, but please put them back.... Other ways to escape Vail's madness: If you're looking for a larger river, take I-70 and drive west. On your first chance, get out and take U.S.
Hwy 6, which basically follows the Eagle River. There are several access points between the Gore/Eagle merger and the city of Eagle. L'Aquila is a great river and is damn good for rafting/canoeing too. Resources: Click here to buy an Ebook on trout on the lands of the state of Colorado - includes a lot of information about 150 colorado lakes and fishing streams Don't forget: the country south of Vail is
home to some beautiful mountains, including the 14'er, Monte della Santa Croce. There's also Camp Hale (where ski troops from the 10th Mtn Division trained for World War II) and plenty of trails for jeeps and excursions. More importantly, get out of town and enjoy the real Colorado. How to get there? Take exit 173 at West Vail and walk the front streets. You can fish in Stephens Park. Or, take exit 176 in
Vail and follow the façade roads westward, looking for access. You can also park along I-70 right where the Gore meets the Eagle River near the road to Leadville, exit 171. Streamf Copyright 2020 James Marsh Fly Fishing On Gore Creek In ColoradoGore Creek is a beautiful, small stream of trout that is a tributary of the Eagle River. It's about 18 miles long. It drains an area of the Rocky Mountains at the
southern end of the Gore Range and flows through the Vail Valley. Fly fishing Gore Gore it is the ideal small-flow fishing experience. The stream lies along the crest of the Gore Range in the White River National Forest, about 4 miles north of Vail Pass. From there it descends westward through a narrow gorge where Black Gore Creek joins it. From there Gore Creek runs along U.S. Highway 6 and LI-70. It
flows right through Vail joining the Eagle River about 3 miles from Vail. The Gold Medal section begins at the confluence of Red Sandstone Creek and continues downstream to the Eagle River. Gore Creek is a small trout stream idea that's easy to wade through. It is narrow in some places and flanked quite solid with trees and bushes. There are parking areas for access to the creek. Gore Creek campsite
is located along Gore Creek, near the border with Eagle's Nest Wilderness. This is the closest campsite to Vail.Gore Creek has a population of rainbows, streams and excavated trout. There are some native cutthroats in its tributaries. Gore Creek Fly Fishing Guide: Gore Creek fly fishing can be a bit challenging at times. Trout are wild fish born in streams that can sometimes become selective, but they have
presented a fly that corresponds to what is hatching or is about to hatch usually deceives them. It offers enough challenge to make it a small-flow fishing idea for most avid fishermen. Ideally, you want to make a short, upstream cast that drifts without dragging. This applies to both dried flies and nymphs. Contrasting currents can make it difficult if you have a lot of flight line on the water. The short cast helps
prevent this. Some of the streams consist of pocket water but there are more pools, slopes, and riffles than anything else. You have to stay hidden from trout. This is not easy especially when the water level is low. Dressing up to match the background gives you an edge. Wading slowly and carefully helps. High bonding is often an effective method of presenting nymphs. There's not much access to the
bank in Gore Creek. Most of the fishing is made to wade upstream. You want to try to avoid fishing behind someone who recently caught the creek. It is narrow enough that wading upstream will gossip most of the trout. The key is to fish in front, covering up the likely lies before trout sees you. You often hear traffic on nearby streets and I-70s, but it is usually subdued with the sound of the stream. In some
places you'll ford at a multimillion-dollar home site, but usually most of the outside world is blocked by your view of the bushes and trees along the shore. Gore Creek is a free stone stream and subject to changes in flows that only Mother Nature provides. Like the Eagle River downstream, it can be low, with clear, shallow waters that are difficult to fish in areas, or rage with high water impossible to fish. All
the amount of snow it melts and the precipitation. Different flows require different fishing techniques and strategies. Free Shipping Continental U.S. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed Photo Courtesy Steven Lamb Recommended Tackle &amp; GearFly GearFly 5 or 6 weightLeaders:Dry fly: 9 - 12 ft., 5 or 6X Nymph: 71/2 ft., 3 or 4X, Streamer 0-2XTippets:Dry fly: 5 or 6X, Nymph: 3 or 4X, Streamer 0-2XBest Fly
Rods:Perfect Fly Supreme Four, Superb Five or Ultimate SixFly Reels:For 4/5/6 fly lineFly Floatants and Misc Items:Floatants, KISS Strike IndicatorsTools &amp; Accessories:Nippers, forceps, retracts, etc. Gore Creek Hatches and Trout Flies:Our aquatic insect information is based on our larvae and nymph flow samples, don't guess the work. We base fly tips on imitation of the most abundant and
available insects and other foods at the particular time you are fishing. Unlike generic fly shop trout flies, we have specific imitations of all insects at Gore Creek and at all stages of life applicable to fishing. If you want to fish for better and more realistic trout flies, have a much higher degree of success, call us. Not only will we help you with the selections, but you will learn why, after trying Perfect Flies, 92%
of the thousands of our customers will not use anything else. The first and most important hatch of Gore Creek is the blue-winged olive. They hatch from April and last until mid-May. These are bi-hatched insects that hatch again from mid-August to September. There are some Green Drakes but it is usually a short and sweet hatch. They start in mid-June and continue until July. Dark red quills begin to hatch
around the same time. There are many PMDs or Pale Morning Duns. These mayflies begin hatching in July and last until the first week or two of August. I'm an important hatch during the first season. Golden flies hatch from about mid-June to July. These are quite abundant but more abundant are the Sallies of Hoellow, or Little Yellow Stoneflies. They begin to hatch around June 1st and last until August.
One of the most abundant caddisfly species is brachycentrus species. These conflicts begin to break out at the end of April and last until the first week of May. This is called the Mother's Day hatch. Hatches, continue:From June to September you will find spotted sedges. They are the most abundant species of caddisflies in Gore Creek.You will find some small short-horned sedges that hatch between late
May and early June along with green Caddisflies, or green sedges, as most fishermen call them. The larvae of these caddisphlies are called Green Rock Worms. Imitations of them are very effective all year round. There are some other species of caddisflies present on the river, but none that hatch in large quantities. Terrestrial insects become important during the summer months from about mid-June to
September. Imitations of grasshopper, ants and beetles are effective. Gore Creek has a lot of spanking, some and bait fish. Streamers are very effective when brown trout begins to lay eggs in autumn. They also work whenever the creel is a little out of color from the rain and and in the morning and late afternoon. If you haven't already, be sure to try our Perfect Fly trout flies. They are the most realistic and
effective flies you can buy. We have specific imitations available for everything that hatches at every stage of applicable life. Seasons: A year-round season allows you the opportunity to fly-catch Gore Creek on any day of the year. Winter:Although you can fish during the winter, fishing is generally hard and limited. Spring: Spring is probably the best time to catch Gore Creek because of the hatches.
Summer:With the exception of runoff, which occurs from mid-June to mid-July, fishing is excellent. Autumn:Autumn offers great opportunities to catch some large brown trout that lay eggs. It could be the best in all the time to catch the creek. Gore Creek Fly Fishing Report -Archive: 01/30/14 The customer ordering blue-winged olive flies reported catching some nice trout during warmer weather last week.
The size 18 BWO nymphs worked well for him. 03/12/14 A customer ordering flies to Gore Creek reporting that the water is still in the low 1930s and that he hasn't seen anyone fish. It shouldn't be long before things get a big swing. Other Colorado trout streams: We have pages from the Perfect Fly website on each of these other refined trout streams. Click on links for fly fishing information including
descriptions of waterways, access, location, fish species, a fly fishing guide, a fly fishing report, recommended trout hatches and flies, fly fishing gear and equipment, USGS flow data, local weather and much more, much more 15/04/14 We did not receive any report from anyone fishing Gore last month. The water is still quite cold and currently high. Let's have your reports. 05/06/14 Added a link to the
USGS flow data above Red Sandstone Creek near Veil. Currently the flow flows high. No reports from anyone fishing. Gore Creek Fishing ReportUpdated November 15, 2020 (Archive at Bottom Of Page) 24/06/14 A customer reported that the flow is in excellent condition. He's catching a lot of trout on our Pale Morning Dun imitations and late afternoon spawning activities of spotted sedges. 20/07/14
Customers who reported excellent fishing conditions last week. Several hatches and a lot of captured trout occur. 25/07/14 Other good fisheries reports arrived last week. Now it's time to fish Gore Creek. Many PMDs and caddis hatches are occurring. 15/08/14 We received several good fishing reports from customers last week or two, the conditions were very good and many trout were 29/08/14 Two other
good fishing reports have arrived for Gore Creek from customers using our PMDs and Little Yellow Stoneflies. Earthlings work, too. 17/10/14 A good report last week from a customer catching several trout on our Brown Sculpin streamer. 24/10/14 Another good report from a local customer. He's catching several trout a day on our streamers and and Olives. 11/07/14 We've had a couple of good reports in the
last couple of weeks, but water level has been a problem at times. Good weather is in the forecast. 12/04/14 Two local regulars catch trout whenever the weather is decent and has been pretty good in the last three weeks at times. They are mainly using BWO nymphs and the sculpin connected above. 12/12/14 Much warmer weather is expected to arrive next week. Let us hear from you. 26/12/14 Very cold
weather in the forecast. Keeping the guides clear will be the problem. 13/01/15 There is snow forecast for today but ending for a few days. It will remain cold but trout can be caught by those who are willing to make an effort. Midges would be your best shot. 30/01/15 There is not much to report from the last two weeks. Call us or send us and email us and let us help you plan your next Gore Creek fly fishing
trip. 02/06/15 Still no reports from anyone fishing, but the weather forecast for next week is almost too good to believe. You'd better get it while getting it is good. 13/02/15 It was very hot, warm enough to melt the snow and keep the water temperature in the thirties. 20/02/15 Still no reports from anyone fishing, but conditions remain good enough for winter fishing. 03/06/15 No reporting but much better
weather and good flow conditions are expected for next week. 20/03/15 Two good reports from fishermen fishing last week, but none last week. 27/03/15 Flow levels are still high and water out of color. 04/10/15 flow levels are better but still high. The little black caddis will begin to hatch very soon. 24/04/15 Lots of small black caddis hatchings and customers reporting that they are catching trout. 22/05/15
The stream is very high and shabby. 06/05/15 Still high and cold in runoff mode. 07/03/15 The stream has become mostly clear but still high. It can be caught at high altitude but its fishing mostly streamer. 07/10/15 There is not much change but it has fallen and deleted some. 17/07/15 Clear and at a good level. Two good reports of fish caught in the last two days. 08/07/15 Good reports come every few days
from external customers. Grounders are working great along with PMD and caddis. 14/08/15 Gore Creek is often overlooked because Veil is known for skiing in the snow. Do not miss the opportunity to fish for this beauty. 21/98/15 Two good relations of this refined flow. I still have nice hatches. Dark Red Quills, they're starting to hatch. 08/28/15 Use some stealth, make good presentations and use Perfect
Flies and you'll catch a lot of trout on the Eagle right now. 09/04/15 Time is cooling and PMDs will be with blue-winged olives. 09/11/15 Two good reports from customers fishing last week. Good conditions still exist. 18/09/15 Good weather and good flow levels continue. As well as the capture. 25/09/15 Good conditions continue, with good levels of flow and time. There are several insects that hatch and and
they're still working well. 10/02/15 The flow is getting a bit low but it's in great shape. Just use some stealth. The October Caddi are hatching. 10/09/15 This small stream is in excellent shape with good levels of wading stream, good hatches in progress and few fishermen to watch good fishing. 16/10/15 There are very good conditions at the moment, both in good weather and with creek levels. There's some
rain on the way, so look at the levels. 23/10/15 October Caddis hatches and brings trout to the surface to eat females who lay eggs. Fish the pupa during the hatch. 30/10/15 Good levels of stream that should remain good for next week, hatching blue-winged olives and October caddis. What more could you ask for? 11/06/15 A chance of snow today but good, low levels of stream and blue-winged olive
hatches. Yes, they hatch during a snow. 13/11/15 A good report from a local customer arrived last week. He stocked the Midges. Creams work well. 20/11/15 The snow has thrilled all skiers but not fishermen. No reports. Clear for next week. The water is about 40 degrees. 27/11/15 The water temperature is about forty and trout is still eating. Snow should end on Monday, and you can catch trout. 12/04/15
Excellent conditions for this time of year. Good flow levels and good weather ahead for next week. 12/11/15 Be sure to add Winter Stonefly nymphs and adults to your flight list. They started hatching. There are good levels of flow. The creek levels are still low and the water cold, but you can still catch trout but you have to stay low and as hidden as possible from trout. Midges and BWO are hatching.
18/12/15 Most of them at Gore Creek Country are there for skiing. Most likely you won't see another fisherman, but don't let that mean you can't catch trout. The water is in the mid-1940s and there is ice around the banks and that makes it difficult. Fish midge larva and pupa in slow water in the holes in the bottom and slow water pockets, and you can catch trout. 25/12/15 The water has become much
colder and there is a winter storm warning in place to date. The good news is that the snow ends tomorrow and it will be clear for a few days. It will be cold and the water temperature varies from about 35 to 38 degrees. This means that the capture will be slow but possible. 01/01/15 The stream flows clear and cold but is expected to be in better condition than last week. Fish the deepest pools with small
winter stonefly nymphs and cream midge larva and pupa flies. 01/08/16 Snow is expected to end on Sunday and will be clear skies for the next four days. Fish the deepest part of the waterways -- holes in the bottom on the Stonefly winter midges and nymphs are the flies you need. The water is only 36 degrees, so it will be slow. 15/01/16 The weather will be about the same as last week, cold with a lot of
snow. Highs do not exceed freezing overnight, and the water is just above zero. We hate to recommend this, this, I'd do much better to fish for a nearby tail water. 22/01/16 Snow is finally clearing except perhaps a day next week. Cold water is not changing any. Sorry, but we can't recommend fishing this lovely little creek right now. 29/01/16 A winter storm warning for tomorrow and snow for next week. The
water is 35 degrees or less. We do not recommend fishing at this time. 02/05/15 The weather will be a little warmer with the snow that will end today for next week. Warmer depends only on freezing, so it will have little effect on the water temperature. It's just above zero and not really worth fishing at right now. 02/12/16 The weather will be much warmer and it will feel nice for those who fish, but it will melt
the snow and keep the water fresh and a little. It will probably stain the water as well, but it won't be a big deal. Draw the white belly spank if it happens. 19/02/16 The weather will be a bit warm for mid-February with highs in the Thirties. There is ice around the banks and no snow forecast until next Monday and Tuesday. Midges should produce some Gore Creek trout. 26/02/16 The weather will be warm
enough this weekend to melt a little more snow and stain the water a bit. The flow level is in good shape and the water temperature is about 37 degrees. Winter stone midges and flies are the best flight options. 03/04/16 The weather will be clear for a few days and the stream will clear and drop a little more. Blue-winged olives (size 20) and midges, creams mostly, should hatch, especially on cloudy days.
03/11/16 The warm weather has melted some snow along the banks and keeps the water cold and stained in places, but otherwise the conditions are very good. Small BWO and midges are hatching. 18/03/16 There are good flow levels and the water is clear. It's still cold but a bit warmer than it was. Blue-winged olives and cream Midges hatch well. Little precipitation is expected for next week. 25/03/16
The stream is in good shape to wade and clear but cold. It doesn't take long for the little Black Caddis and March Browns to start hatching, but for now, they're mostly midges and small BWO. 04/01/16 The stream is in good shape, with shallow water making it easy to wade through but requiring more stealth. Midges and BWO are still the main insects to imitate. USGS Real Time Stream Data:Abv Red
Sandstone Creek: 04/08/15 The creek level is a bit high and the water stained by the snow and rain melting. Streamers, like our Brown Sculpin, should work well. There will be plenty of rain next week, so expect higher levels and squalid water to continue. 15/04/16 The stream is high and now, and it will only get worse. There's snow in the forecast for the next five days. It will be about a week before there
are many opportunities on Gore Creek. 22/04/16 The flow flows almost normal and for some reason the USGS gauge has stopped working. Little Black Caddi and and Browns should begin to hatch very soon. Melting snow is keeping the water cool. 04/28/16 Some Small Black Caddi and many March Browns are opening up, but this could slow down again due to cooler weather ahead. Creek levels are fine
with slightly stained water. 05/06/16 The stream is high and stained and will probably remain so for most of next week. There is snow in the forecast every day for next week, but hot and humid snow that will mostly melt. 13/05/16 Creek levels are back down and the water mostly clear. Small Black Caddi, BWOs, Water is about 50 degrees and it doesn't take long before you get a long list of other insects
hatching. 20/05/16 The flow is outflow, high and dirty. It's probably going to get taller. You can fish it from the bank are some places with streamers. 27/05/16 The cooler climate has slowed the runoff but it's certainly not over. The stream is still high and badly stained with little or no opportunity for fly fishing. Keep checking with us for updates. 06/03/16 The stream flows at 588 cfs at 7.84 feet, which is very
high and not worth fishing. The water is also highly stained. 06/10/16 06/10/16 The stream is at 1260 cfs at 9.29 feet, or extremely high and cloudy. The runoff is at full flow and you can forget to catch the creek next week for sure. 17/06/16 The flows are still very high and the water shabby - 809 cfs, at 8.40 feet. There is little or no chance of fly fishing for the stream for a few more days. Some other flows in
the area are falling fast, so it may not be as long as it normally is. 24/06/16 Flows are down to 546 cfs at 7.46 ft, which is a little lower than last week, but still high. The good news is that it is falling fast and the high water should last much longer. There are a lot of hatching insects, and you can fish it from the shores. 07/01/17 The level of the stream is still on the high side, but the stream can be caught in
many places. You might as well wade through some of it safely. There are many insects hatching. Our customers reported catching some trout in the last two days on sculpin streamers and Stoneflies. 07/08/16 The creek flows at 195 cfs, which is still a bit tall but safe to wade through in places. There are still many hatches going on. Our customers reported catching a good number of trout last week and it
should be even better this week. 15/07/16 Creek levels are finally in good shape and you can wade anywhere. Pale Morning Dun hatches are plentiful, bringing a lot of trout to the surface. There are two species of caddis hatching and little yellow fireflies are going on at full steam. 22/07/16 Conditions exist including good levels of flow, easy wading and many insect hatches going on. It's as good as it gets.
Late afternoon spawning caddis and small yellow stone flies are offering the best opportunity to catch trout. 29/07/16 The river is a bit low and you need to use stealth and stay hidden hidden Trout. Dress to match the background. The tricos have begun to hatch. PMDs, small yellow stones and two species of caddies are also hatching. 08/04/16 Flow levels are high and in good shape flowing at a normal
level. There are Pale Morning duns, two species of caddis and small yellow stone flies hatching. The conditions are good. 08/12/16 The stream is at a normal level for this time of year, 46 cfs at 5.13 feet high. Hatches are still going on - lots of small yellow stone flies, Tricos, small BWO, duns pale morning, spotted sedges, and green sedges. Earthlings are also starting to work well. 19/08/16 The flow flows
a little low but almost normal for this time of the season. There is rain in the forecast and levels are likely to increase some. Wading is easy, but it is also scaring off trout. Stay low and hidden. He fishes riffles and runs. Earthlings work well - ants, beetles and cheaters. 26/08/16 The flow level is increasing as I write this and currently just a little above normal. This will help the overall situation. Tricos and
sedge caddisflies are the main hatches that take place right now. Two good reports came from customers last week, but low water levels didn't make it easy. 09/02/16 The flow is a bit high right now for a change. The water is still wadable and is already falling, so that's a good thing. There are more blue-winged olives that begin to hatch thanks to the cooler climate. There's still a lot of caddisflies. Streamers,
like our brown Sculpin should work in the morning. 09/09/16 The river flows to a normal level for this time of season and wading is easy and safe everywhere. The dry fly fishing was excellent and should continue. There are a lot of caddisflies with Tricos, BWOs and mahogany duns hatching as well. 23/09/16 Flows and levels are back below normal. This makes wading easy and if you are careful and stay
hidden from trout, you can take them. Stay low, dress like the background and make longer presentations. October's fall is opening. 30/09/16 The flow flows at 19 cfs at 4.57 feet, which is low. Stealth is required, but the water temperature is low and trout is active. Many blue-winged olives, mahogany duns and October fells are opening up. 10/07/16 The creek is a bit low but you can still catch a lot of fish if
you can stay hidden by trout. The water temperature is low and the fish active. Mahogany duns and blue-winged olives are opening up and October Caddis. The 10/14/16 flow level is just a little below normal making it easy to wade through. Stay hidden, use perfect flies (trout can see the fly well in low and clear water conditions). 28/10/16 The stream is in excellent shape with many olives from blue and
hatching western ginger quills. Creek levels are fine and the weather forecast for next week is good. Now is a great time to catch the creek. 11/04/16 The flow level is just a little below normal, which allows easy easy Our customers caught some nice trout in the early part of this week. There's a good forecast with lots of blue-winged olives hatching and a good time to fish Gore. 11/11/16 The flow level is still
low but it's not that bad. This makes it easy to wade and fish water that is otherwise difficult to reach. Our customers continue to catch a good number of trout. Blue-winged olives and cream flies are hatching. 18/11/16 Creek levels are in good shape allowing easy wading. The water is a bit fresher but still in good shape with the hatching of blue-winged olives and midges. Avoid fishing in the cold morning.
25/11/16 Creek levels operate at a normal level and clear water. Fish in the early mornings and early afternoon. Sculpin streamer Brown is getting the biggest trout for our customers. Cloud cover is helping to intensify the BWO and Midge hatches. Flow levels 12/02/16 continue to be in good condition. The water temperature is about forty degrees at the hottest. We recommend cream flies, caught with
imitations of larva and pupa in tandem. You can fish it under a strike indicator. 12/09/16 Flow levels are in good condition and operate at a normal level. Water ranges from the mid to the upper 1930s. Winter stone midges and flies are the only insects that hatch. Brown sculpin should catch the largest trout. 16/12/16 There is a winter storm warning until tomorrow, then clear. Flow levels run at a normal level
and in good condition. Winter stone midges and flies are the only insects that hatch. There will be deep snow along the banks 23/12/16 The stream is in good shape but there is deep snow along the banks. Be careful to get into the water. Getting wet could be very dangerous. Bring a set of extra dry clothes. Midges, creams and reds or blood flies are hatching. There are some winter stone flies. 30/12/16 The
water temperature is only about 35-36 degrees at the hottest. You can catch trout at those water temperatures. Winter midges and fireflies are hatching and where they are abundant, you will find trout feeding on them. Fish the hottest part of the day. By the way, they hatch even when it snows. 01/06/17 The weather continues to get cold with snow every day after today. The water is about to have an
average of about 33-35 degrees. It is not impossible to catch trout. Midges will hatch in water that is cold and sometimes form clusters. When this happens fish adults, but otherwise the pupa and larva in tandem. 13/01/17 We haven't received any reports since last week. Conditions look good for the week ahead, with less snow and slightly warmer weather. The water has a lot of ice to the banks and mud
ice in the water in the upper sections. Red midges and fish cream and winter fly nymphs. 20/01/17 There is a lot of snow in the forecast and the cold will continue with temperatures no higher than frost. It is not impossible to catch trout, but they will be hard hatches and mostly midges. The water has a lot of ice in it but flow levels are fine. 02/03/17 Conditions remain more or less the same. The water
temperature ranges from 32 to 34 at most. There is a lot of ice in the water, but less in the lower section. The midges are hatching and you may find some clusters in soft water current. Draw imitations for adults, if you do. 02/10/17 There is the possibility of heavy snow every day until Monday. The area is under a winter weather warning. Creek levels are in good shape, but there's plenty of snow on the
banks and more on the way. Fish streamers like our Black Matuka sculpin when it snows or during heavy cloudy skies. Fish cream or blood flies, otherwise. 17/02/17 Creek levels are a bit up and down due to melting snow every day. This is staining the water and tends to keep the water temperature lower. There's another week of warm weather ahead. Sculpin streamers fish where it is stained or when it is
cloudy or snowy, otherwise, Cream fish or Red Midges with larva and pupa rigged in tandem. 24/02/17 The warm weather was nice but returned to the normal winter cold. The stream is mostly all ice-free and a lot of snow has melted. The water is still stained in places. Fish the Matuka Sculpin black where it is stained, otherwise, cream fish or red midges (blood), with the larva and pupa rigged in tandem.
03/03/17 Flow and flow levels are still good. There is a lot of stain in the water from melting snow and ice. This tends to keep the water colder. Midges continue to be the main insects that you should imitate. Creams and Reds are the most abundant. Draw tandem-rigged larva and pupa imitations for the best results. 03/10/17 Creek levels are in good condition and the few fishermen fishing catch trout. One
customer reported catching more than a dozen in a half-day of fishing. Midges are still the most important insects. Sculpin streamers work well in stained water. 17/03/17 Creek levels are running a bit high due to snow melting and ice runoff. The warm weather will continue and the run-off will take place next week. Skwala stone flies and small brown stone flies are starting to hatch. 24/03/17 The stream
flows a little above normal for this time of year but in good shape. We didn't get any reports from anyone fishing last week. Sculpin streamers, midges and small BWO hatched. 31/03/17 The creek levels are a bit high and the water stained. It is getting colder with snow in the forecast almost every day and hopefully this will stop the mini-runoff conditions that have taken place. I think the levels will continue to
drop and the water will clear up. The levels of the stream are high and the water is stained. Sculpin streamers like the Black Matuka will give you some fish. Water levels should fall and return to good shape soon. Skwala and the small brown stone flies are hatching. 14/04/17 Flow levels flow to 107 cfs, at 5.68 feet. The water is stained stained too high to wade. It's a small stream and you can throw it all the

way and use streamers, but that's it until it drops some. 21/04/17 Flow levels are still high. You could choose places to wade, but be careful. Most are too tall and stained. Streamers caught by the bank could work well. Let us hope that the levels will decrease. There are a lot of hatches going on. 28/04/17 Creek levels are falling and in good shape and the water mostly clear. There are several hatches going
on. The weather has become much colder and there are daily snow forecasts for next week. 05/05/17 The levels of the stream are a little below normal and in good shape. There are plenty of small Black Caddi, some blue-winged olives, and some small brown stone flies hatching. Good condition. 05/12/17 The stream flows high and stained right now. It's a little too high to wade into most places, but it can
be caught by the bank in many cases. Sculpin streamers work in stained water. Some hatches are in progress. 19/05/17 Creek levels are still a bit high, but they can be waded into some sections if caution is used. There are many hatches but the cold has slowed down some things. It should be over in a day or two. 06/02/17 Creek levels are a bit high, too high to wade safely in some places, but that's fine in
others. Runoff has been slowed due to colder weather. It will be warmer next week, and levels may come back, so be sure to check them out. 06/02/17 The stream flows at 529 cfs at 7.67 feet. Good flows are from 150 to 300 cfs. The ballot is ongoing and will probably last for a while. Stay in touch with us and we will keep you informed about the status of it. 06/09/17 Flows are up to 1210 cfs and this is too
high to wade through. The creek can still be caught, but it's highly mud-stained and we don't think it's worth it. All you can do is look at the creek levels and fish at the end of the runoff. 16/05/17 Creek levels are still high, with a flow of 996 cfs at 8.74 feet. It's still shabby. It can be fished by banks with streamers, but that's about it. We think the runoff has peaked and is downhill. 23/06/17 The stream still flows
high, at 546 cfs and 7.72 feet. Let's hope it starts falling soon. This year's large snow cover is taking a little longer than normal for runoff to occur. Keep checking. We will keep you informed. 30/06/17 Creek levels are low enough to be waded in some places and still a bit high in others. There are many aquatic insects hatching. It keeps falling and conditions should be very good very soon. 07/07/17 The
stream is in excellent and we're getting some good reports from the customers who fish it. There are many insects hatching. You should also add grounders to your flight list. Sometimes they can be important. 14/07/17 The stream is in good condition and a good number of trout are caught by the few fishermen It. Creek levels are good for wading wherever you want to wade. There are still many hatches
going on and the Grounders are also starting to work. 21/07/17 Creek levels are low and a bit low at some points. Be careful to stay hidden and not scare off trout. There are still many insects hatching and caught trout. 28/07/17 Flow levels are in good condition flowing at a normal level. There are still a lot of insects hatching. Small yellow stone flies, two species of caddis and duns Pale Morning are
hatching. We received a good report from customers fishing last week.08/04/17 Creek levels are low and the creek in great shape. There is a lot of rain in the forecast but especially showers. Cloud cover will be a great help. There are still many hatches going on. Few fishermen are fishing right now, so you have plenty of water to choose from. 08/11/17 The stream is in good condition in all respects. Last
week we received two good reports from customers. They have caught a good number of medium-small trout, and most can from the surface. 25/08/17 The town of Vail looks like a ghost town. The stream is in good shape and few fishermen catch it. We didn't receive any reports last week. The flow levels are a little below normal and you have to stay hidden by trout. 25/08/17 Creek levels are in good shape
flowing down the normal level for this time of season. There are still some good hatches going on, and imitations of terrestrial insects like our Japanese beetle also work well. 09/01/17 Flow flows to a normal level and wades safely and easily anywhere. Terrestrial imitations work well, but there are still some good hatches going on. Last week we received an excellent report. 09/08/17 Creek levels are in
good shape, just below normal. Wading is easy and safe. Trout is caught in good numbers. There are still some good hatches going on. 15/09/17 Flow levels are at a normal level for this time of season. The water temperature is low and in a good range thanks to the much cooler weather. The conditions are excellent. 29/09/17 Creek levels are still a bit below normal, making wading safe and easy. You
have to be careful not to scare off trout. Stay hidden as you can and dress to match the background. There are some BWO and mahogany duns hatching. 10/06/17 The conditions are very good. The levels of the stream are almost normal with wading safely and easily. There are still some good blue-winged olive hatches, mahogany duns, and October fell. We haven't received any reports since this week.
13/10/17 Few fishermen catch the small stream. Those who are, capturing a good number of trout. The water is easy to wade more everywhere and there are still some good hatches going on. 20/10/17 The stream is in good shape in all respects. Snow is expected to end today and clear weather for the next few days. Days. olives and cream and red midges are hatching well. 28/10/17 The stream is in
good condition with easy-to-wade water levels. There are plenty of blue-winged olives hatching. Next week should be another good one to catch the creek. 11/04/17 The stream is in good condition with a good number of trout caught. Last week we received two good reports from customers fishing. There are some great blue-winged olive hatches going on. 11/12/17 There are very good conditions. Good
easy-to-wade flow levels and some good hatches are in progress. We received a good report from a customer last week. Sculpin streamers are getting larger trout. 19/11/17 The stream is still in good condition. The creek levels are a bit low and you have to be careful not to scare off trout. Midges and BWO are hatching. Sculpin streamers are catching the biggest trout. 26/11/17 Don't you dare go to Vail and
don't take your fly fishing gear. The Gore stream runs through the city and has excellent trout fishing. Midges, creams and reds, catch trout together with the streamers Sculpin 12/03/17 The stream is in excellent shape from the point of view of the level of the stream. The water is cold, with an average of about 39 degrees. Fish cream or red midges (blood). Sculpin will work, too. 17/12/17 Creek levels are a
bit low, so be careful to wade so as not to scare off trout. Midges, creams and reds or blood flies and winter fireflies are hatching. 23/12/17 The stream is cold, with water temperatures of about 36 degrees. It is clear that ice and trout can be caught on winter midges and fireflies. 31/12/17Midges, creams and reds or blood flies and winter stone flies are hatching. The flow levels are a bit low but this helps with
the cold water situation,. 08/01/18 Winter fish stone fly nymphs near the banks where they crawl out of the water to hatch. Midges, creams and blood flies are also hatching. Draw tandem-rigged larva and pupa imitations for the best results. 22/01/18 The stream is in good shape with good levels of stream and clear water. Winter stone midges and flies are hatching well. The weather looks very good for next
week. 29/01/18 Flow levels are a bit low but ok. The weather will be warmer, so it should be a good week to catch the creek. There may be some BWO hatches but for sure, midges and winter fireflies. 02/05/18 The weather forecast looks very good. Flow levels are fine, running a little below normal, but easy and safe to wade through. Midges, maybe some BWO and, for sure, winter fireflies will hatch.
02/12/18 Conditions remain very good. The it's currently a bit low, but this is good for wading through cold water. Fish for slow water and seams. 19/02/18 Creek levels are still fine but the water is a bit colder. Cream and red midges are hatching. There may be some light Greens. Winter stone flies are still hatching 26/02/18 This should be a good week to catch the stream. The weather and water will be
warmer. Fish flies, creams, creams, and light greens, and small BWO nymphs. 03/05/18 The stream continues to be in good condition. Skwala stone flies are starting to hatch along with midges, small BWO and winter stone flies. 03/12/18 Creek levels are in good shape and the water a bit warmer. Skwala stone flies are hatching well. Midges are still the most important insects to imitate. 19/03/18 Conditions
are still good, with slightly warmer water and good hatches of Skwala stone flies and cream midges and light green. 24/03/18 Creek levels are still in good condition and of course the water is still cold. Skwala stone flies are hatching well. Light midges, creams and greens, hatch well. 04/02/18 The stream is still in good condition with decent levels. The water is heating up and trout and active insects. March
Browns and BWOs are starting to hatch well along with Skwala's midges and stone flies. 04/09/18 The creek has returned to a bit above the normal and clear level. Small black caddies began to hatch in addition to the other insects listed in the last report. 16/04/18 Creek levels are a bit low, but of course, this makes wading safer and easier. Just be sure to pay special attention not to scare off trout. The
water is heating up and the hatches are becoming more prolific. 30/04/18 The stream is in good condition. The creek levels are a bit low and you have to be careful not to scare off trout. Mother's Day hatch is in progress. Blue-winged olives and march browns are also opening up. 05/07/18 The levels of the stream are normal and the water clear. There are several good hatches going on and a good number
of trout are caught. Next week should be a good time to catch the creek. 14/05/18 Creek levels are up to 355 cfs at 7.08 feet. This is a bit high to wade safely in places, so use caution. The water is stained. There are good blue-winged olive hatches and March Browns going on. 21/05/18 Creek levels are still a bit high and the water clear. There are hatches going on and trout caught. 06/04/18 The stream is
high, too high to wade through most sections. The water is also stained with muddy, depending on the area. There are many insects hatching. 06/11/18 The stream is low for this time of the season, flowing at 319 cfs at 6.93 feet. There are mega hatches going on and the few fishermen who fish catch a lot of trout. 25/06/18 Flow levels are low and you have to stay low and well hidden from trout, but
otherwise the conditions are very good. There are many insects hatching. 07/02/18 The stream is very low, so you have to stay hidden by trout. There are still a lot of good hatches Course. Draw the upper sections. 07/09/18 The stream is very low, flowing at 58 cfs at 5.22 feet. This is low enough that you need to use additional caution to stay hidden from trout. There are still good hatches going on.
08/08/18 Creek levels are still low and you have to stay hidden by trout. Trout. bass, dress up to match the background and make good presentations. There are still many hatches going on. 27/08/18 The stream is still a bit low but otherwise in good shape. You can still catch trout if you stay hidden. There are still good hatches going on. You just have to stay hidden. 1. Send us an email
(sales@perfectflystore.com) with the dates you travel this flow and we will send you a list of our tips for the fly. Please wait up to 24 hours for a response.2. Call us 800-594-4726 and we will help you decide which flies you need.3. Send us an email (sales@perfectflystore.com) with a budget for flies and we will select them to match the budget and get them in time for your fly fishing trip. All orders are
shipped free of charge throughout. S. Orders under $100 are sent regular first-class mail. Orders of $100 or more are shipped via Priority Mail. 27/09/18 Low water levels are still a problem, but there are some trout caught. You have to stay hidden and make good presentations with flies that match the hatch and what is about to hatch. There is rain in the forecast and low levels will change soon. 21/10/18
Discharges and flow levels are still a little low. There are still many good hatches going on. Some larger trout are caught. Sculpin streamers are good flies to use for larger trout. Midges are becoming more and more important and hatching very good right now 14/12/18 There are good BWO and Cream midge hatches going on. Our sculpin streamers should bring you a larger trout. Conditions remain good,
except that flow levels are low. You have to stay hidden from trout but otherwise the conditions are good. The water temperatures are good and there are still some good hatches. 22/12/18 The water is cold, with an average of about 39-41 degrees, so fish slowly. Midges are insects to imitate. Fish for the larva and pupa rigged in tandem. 31/12/18 The flow is a bit low, so stay hidden the best you can. Fish
the lower sections of the stream. The central and upper sections are very cold. Midges, winter fireflies are hatching. Sculpin streamers should get you the biggest trout. 23/01/19 The water will be on average about 33-35 degrees. Midges will hatch in water that is cold and sometimes form clusters. When this happens fish adults, but otherwise the pupa and larva in tandem - our perfect or red fly creams
(blood flies) 02/11/19 Stream levels are in good shape but there is a lot of snow on the banks and more coming. Fish streamers like our Black Matuka sculpin when it snows or during heavy cloudy skies. Fish cream or blood flies, otherwise. 18/02/19 I of the stream are in good shape but the water is cold. It has an average of about 35 degrees. Fish the bottom section of the stream. Midges, creams and reds
and winter fireflies are hatching. Draw the midge larva and the tandem-rigged pupa. 03/6/19 Catch the lower section of the stream. There's a lot of mud ice in the upper sections of the river. River. it's too cold to fish. Sculpin streamers have captured some for one of our customers recently 22/03/18 Warmer water has some new hatches starting to occur - Mayflies March Browns flies and Little Brown stone
flies are manifesting themselves in lower altitudes. Next week should be good. It should start to warm up after tomorrow and conditions should improve considerably very soon. 04/07/19 The level of the stream has fallen to its normal level and the water has stained some from the melting snow. It's getting hotter and more hatches are starting to unfold. The little black Caddis should start at any time. Skwala
and Little Brown's Fireflies are hatching. 21/04/19 The creek is running a bit above normal and in good shape. Trout is caught by the few fishermen who fish. There are several insects hatching. Email us for a flight list. 05/01/19 The stream is back in good shape and the water mostly clear. There are some good hatches going on and it should be a good week in advance. 14/05/19 Streaming levels are down
just a little below normal but coming soon. It's getting very close to runoff time, so fish early. Conditions are currently good. 23/05/19 Flow levels are in good condition for wading. We're still getting good reports. The run-off has not yet begun to take place, but it should take place in the near future. There are good hatches that take place 06/10/19. Flow levels are very high due to spring runoff. Now it's time to
get your gear and flies in order for the upcoming good fly fishing opportunity. 27/06/19 The stream is very high with runoff and shabby to highly spotted, it can be caught somewhere by the bank, but wading is not safe in most places. 07/04/19 The stream can be fished from the shore in places but too high to wade safely anywhere. It should fall very soon. 07/11/19 The stream still flows at a high level, too
high to ford safely in most places. It can be caught by the bank in places. It is falling very fast and should come back down very soon, perhaps in less than a week.25/07/19 The stream is still too high to fish. It's falling and, with the exception of a little more rain next week, it should fall soon. 08/04/19 The stream is in good shape in all respects. A good number of trout is caught. Good hatches are in progress.
19/09/19 The stream is in good shape with good levels. There are still some good hatches going on. We are getting some good reports. Conditions look great for next week. 10/19/19 streaming levels are below normal, but the flow is in good and we're getting good reports from our customers. BWOs, October caddis, Mahogany Duns and midges are hatching. It is recommended to fish midges in tandem.
11/04/19 The flow is running at normal levels and is in good condition. BWOs, Mahogany Duns and Midges are opening up and we're getting good reports. Midges work well when caught in a tandem set-up. 22/03/20 The stream flows a little below the normal level and in good shape. There are good BWO BWO midges, especially light green ones, and winter fireflies. Sculpin streamers also work well. The
water is in the late 1940s and mid-1940s. 05/06/20 Flow levels are very high due to runoff. Now it's time to put your flies and equipment together. Shoot us an email and let us help you. sales@perfectflystore.com 24/06/20 The river is in good condition with good levels of stream and clear water. We are receiving good customer reports. There are multiple hatches going on and the dry fly fishing is very good.
07/06/20 Creek levels are getting a bit low and you need to use some caution to stay hidden by trout. There are some good hatches going on and the Grounders are starting to work well. 31/07/20 The stream is in excellent condition flowing at its normal level for this time of the season. Good hatches and good relations are on the way. 16/08/20 The stream flows low but is still discovering some good catches
for those fishermen who stay low, going up to match the background and making good presentations. There are still many hatches going on. Staying hidden from trout will greatly increase your chances of success. Using Perfect Flies, even more. 27/09/20 The flow flows to a low level. You must remain as low and hidden as possible from trout. We continue to get good customer relationships. Note: We will
no longer publish archive flow reports due to the number of archive flow reports we already have. Have.
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